
Feedback on ERASMUS traineeship: Malta  

My Erasmus traineeship in Malta was an eye-opening 

experience for me. I was working as a brand ambassador 

within the event industry in the marketing department. This 

position allowed me to meet people from all over the world 

and improve my communication skills. Interaction with 

international people from different backgrounds fostered my 

cultural exchange and helped me to dive into unique cultural 

perspectives. This program improved my adaptability and 

taught me how to collaborate in a multicultural environment.  

 

 

The most important thing is that this internship gave me the opportunity to face Maltese culture. 

This country has a unique heritage and I am very proud that I was part of it. Witnessing colorful 

festivals and discovering local food and customs made my journey even more fruitful. This 

immersive experience not only refined my cross-cultural skills but also made me deeply admire 

Malta’s rich cultural heritage.  

 

I spent a lot of time hiking to explore the wonderful landscapes of Malta. My company was 

organizing hiking every Sunday. Also, we were organizing team building evenings for our team, 

where we could exchange our experiences and knowledge and just have fun in a very friendly 

environment.  



  

Those are the pictures taken during the exploration of Malta. Unfortunately, they do not 

represent all the beauty of Malta, but maybe you will look at them and decide that you need to go 

there on your own! And then, you will never regret it!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In conclusion, I want to thank my university for this opportunity, I will keep every memory from 

Malta in my heart. Also, I want to say to all applicants, or those, who still cannot decide whether 

they should go somewhere or not –seize this opportunity! This is the perfect way to practice your 

knowledge before graduation, find more material for your papers, and also immerse yourself in a 

new culture.  

Written by Leila Idrissova 

Trainee at English Café Malta, Malta  

Position: brand ambassador  


